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ambo! That’s how they greet you in East Africa.
The Swahili salutation is accompanied
by a big smile and a genuine
embrace. Back home, it is at
the heart of our challenge
in KwaZulu-Natal. We are

ramping up tourism and it needs
to be accompanied by a mindset
change for a new culture to take
root. We must welcome planeloads
of tourists with warm hearts like we
are inviting them into our homes.
There is a varied offering in this

edition ofKZN INVEST, but most stories
are dedicated to tourism to celebrate the
British Airways London to Durban direct
flights. This offers huge opportunities. A host
of good people have been working feverishly to make

KZN spick and span for our visitors, but they can’t work alone.
Everyonemust chip in.

The easiest way to do this is for locals to become
the region’s best tourists. If we all get out and

about, enjoying our splendid province we’ll
become our own best advocates and our
own harshest critics. My colleagues and
I went wandering for this edition and it
was largely a rewarding experience. But
then there was Big Sean.
The juxtaposition couldn’t have been

more severe. Big Sean’s bile rap belched out
from the shack on a hot springmorning and

spread through the shantytown surrounding
Mahatma Gandhi’s Phoenix Settlement.
The settlement is 18km north of Durban, and is

an island of tranquillity in a sea of poverty.
On the day I visited, butterflies tumbled around the
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garden, fowls clucked and
birds chirruped heartily
from trees. Gandhi walked
this patch of earth 114 years
ago and it was here that the
first shoots of his philosophy of
Satyagraha (non-violence) sprouted.
A naked toddler hovered listlessly

in the doorway of the offending
shack, looking mildly interested at the adult
commandeering the ghetto blaster.
Crude lyrics involving niggas ... million dollar yachts and

burning bitches jarred my soul injuriously, especially because
moments before I had listened to the gentle if halting voice of
Gandhi’s granddaughter, Ela.
She spoke about the evolution of his principles at the place

he called home for over a decade.
Mohandas Gandhi the icon is frequently cited as among

those who shaped world thought. Others include Jesus,
Buddha, Mohammed, Charles Darwin, Albert Einstein and
Nelson Mandela, depending on your list.
Ela called the Phoenix site home for 40 years. Her father

Manilal inherited it from Gandhi who had set up a kibbutz
there because he was impressed by what Trappist monks had
done at Mariannhill Monastery.
Gandhi produced the Indian Opinion newspaper there after

being influenced by thewritings of Leo Tolstoy and John Ruskin.

Today the site is neither pretty nor dull. There is a soulful
countenance about it that even Big Sean couldn’t kill.
Gandhi’s philosophy morphed out of experimentation,
personal disciplines and quirks that saw him labelled faddist,
freak and racist.
Ela says there’s no need to defend his legacy. “You choose

to look at the dark side of a person or not. Criticism is a good
thing. Gandhi was not perfect, he grew in his beliefs.”
And his focus on simplicity, manual labour and

conservation are as relevant today as they were in his time.
Gandhi’s settlement is not the idyllic place of contemplation
it was when he founded it, but the contrasts make it a good
place to consider the crises swamping the world, from hyper-
consumption to pollution to Big Sean.
There are wonderful displays in the replica of Gandhi’s

house and adjoining museum that celebrate the fascinating
lives of other historical heroes from the area, most notably
John Langalibalele Dube and his nephew Pixley Seme who
founded South Africa’s ruling ANC.

Nelson Mandela cast his vote as a free man in
1994 about 5km from Gandhi’s settlement.

Gandhi interacted with Dube and Seme,
an interaction facilitated by Betty

Molteno, a spirited advocate of
African emancipation who kept
a cottage in the area. She was
close to Gandhi and then
clashed with him because he
initially fought for the rights
of Indians only.
Other areas of significance

nearby couldmake a great
Inanda heritage tour. But
signage is awful. The Inanda
Seminary, the Shembe
settlement, Ohlange and Dube’s

house are not made easy to visit.
Shembe and Dube were friends

and Dube’s initial education was at
the seminary school, founded in 1869

by Americanmissionary Reverend
Daniel Lindley.

It is a place of fascinating historical nexus but is a
shabby offering.
Langa Dube, John Dube’s grandson, is a strident critic

of the government’s failure to provide adequate tourism
infrastructure.
“The city has the money but it hasn’t laid the infrastructure

for tourists. I have been saying this for years. You can’t take
a self-driving tour of the Inanda Heritage Route – you’d get
lost. Also, it is not clean and safe. Visitors don’t feel welcome.
We can’t just expect people to come here. It has to be
beautiful. We need to get our house in order.”
Dube’s right. We have an embarrassment of riches. Let’s

put them to good use.

gregarde@gmail.com
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WHO IS ON YOUR COMMITTEE
AND HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN
COLLABORATING?
The KZN Provincial Route

Development Committee (RDC)
brings together a broad spectrum of
organisations from the provincial
government: Dube TradePort
Corporation, Tourism KwaZulu-Natal,
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal,
Airports Company South Africa
and government representatives
from national, provincial and
municipalities. The RDC was
established in October 2013 to create
a wider partnership to promote new
air services to KSIA. We have large
amounts of routes, passengers and

cargo data, and airline business
cases. We have increased support
from the private sector, including
Tongaat-Hulett, FNB, Urban Lime, and
The Durban Chamber of Commerce
and Industry who are participating
on this journey to bring new flights
directly into Durban, providing the
province with that essential global
connectivity, to allow KZN to capitalise
on our tourism, trade and investment
potential. We work together under the
brand Durban Direct.

WHY IS YOUR WORK IMPORTANT?
Direct international and regional air

connectivity is increasingly critical for
the economic development prospects

Come
hither,
FRIENDS
Durban Direct is the moniker that has been adopted by a
group of influential stakeholders in KZN who are working
to get more global flights to eThekwini. The co-chairs
are Phindile Makwakwa, the head of Tourism KZN

and Hamish Erskine, the CEO of Dube TradePort. Seven
years ago 64 000 international visitors used King Shaka

International Airport (KSIA). By 2017 that had increased to
119 000. We spoke to Makwakwa and Erskine

of most major cities. The ease of doing
business and trade, tourism growth,
cargo logistics agility, and investment
promotion are all significantly
enhanced by the availability of air
services into major global hubs
such as Dubai, Doha and Istanbul,
as well as key economic centres
such as London. Similarly regional
connectivity into destinations such as
Mauritius, Harare, Lusaka, Maputo,
Gaborone andWindhoek strengthen
Durban’s position as a gateway and
manufacturing platform for the
continent. Long-term sustainable
international and regional air services
will be a game changer for Durban.
We have vast untapped potential in
all key areas of economic strength,
particularly tourism, transportation
and logistics, and manufacturing.
Lastly, air services are an important
enabling element to growth.

WHAT ARE THE THREE BIGGEST
CHALLENGES YOU FACE?
There are areas where we can

certainly not afford to miss the
opportunities, chief amongst these is
creating the local awareness of all the
routes that are flown directly from
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Durban. The sustainability of these
routes partly relies on the positive
response of the KZNmarket to use
these air services. Major marketing
efforts will also be undertaken with
the airlines in our key international
tourism source markets. Getting the
buy-in from business to make sure
they have the right tourism products
to cater for demand is critically
important. We need to garner the
support of corporates and business
within KZN to ensure that they
continue to fly Durban Direct, as we
have seen a clear pattern of corporate
travel being strong within Durban for
our international flights.

WHAT ARE THE THREE BIGGEST
ADVANTAGES DURBANHAS IN ITS
FAVOUR AS A DIRECT DESTINATION?
The variety of tourism products is

a huge advantage – having the beach,
the big five and berg is certainly a
winning combination for anyone
wanting to experience Africa. We are
a long-haul destination from Europe,
so direct flights mean convenience for
travellers and encourage frequency.
Costs are also reduced because there’s
no additional leg of a connecting flight.

 A RECENT REPORT NOTED
DURBAN WAS THE 5TH WEALTHIEST
CITY IN AFRICA. HOW DOES THAT
HAVE BEARING ON THE NUMBER OF
INTERNATIONAL VISITORS WE GET,

AND HOW DO YOU COMMUNICATE
THIS TO KZN RESIDENTS?
Growing economic activity in the

city affects its changing landscape
and offerings. It means developers
and other operators look at providing
a richer experience for the locals,
which manifests itself in the many
developments we are seeing coming up
around the city – places like uMhlanga,
redevelopments in Florida Road, the
Point Waterfront, the Inanda Heritage
Route, Township Tours, and the Station
Drive precinct.
This development calls attention to

itself and creates a buzz in the city,
and visitors see this and get excited.
It also means we have a wider range
of activities from which to choose
– including new experiences and
innovation in food, design and music.
As this strengthens, Durban can
develop a reputation as a must-see
destination, carving out a niche and
broadening the range for visitors.
For the Durban resident, we need to
just keep up the momentum, keep
being curious about our city and
the surrounding areas and keep
supporting one another in our
new ventures.*

ABOVE: PHINDILE MAKWAKWA, THE HEAD OF
TOURISM KZN AND (LEFT) HAMISH ERSKINE,
THE CEO OF DUBE TRADEPORT.
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H e owns a
guest house
and two
hotels –
Crocodile

Creek, Magudu Inn and
Kwalala Lodge – in Pongola,
Zululand, and his property
portfolio includes six other
commercial properties in
various KwaZulu-Natal
towns leased to a variety of
government departments.
His guest house Crocodile

Creek accommodates
100 people; Magudu Inn
sleeps 400 people and has
conference facilities and
dining halls; and Kwalala
Lodge is a 45-bed four-star
luxury guest house and B&B,
which he bought in 2017.
Like many entrepreneurs

his story is a rags-to-riches
one on which he plans to
continue building. With the
experience of running his
two hotels, he aims to own
a big five-star hotel that
can accommodate a large
number of guests in Durban.
“If Sol Kerzner, who

started out small, could do
it, there is nothing to stop
me,” he said.
Ngwenya was the

overall winner of the
Ithala Development
Finance Corporation’s
2018 Business Achievers
Awards which recognise
business achievements
and excellence, their
contribution to job creation
and the growth of the
economy. He won R100 000
which he plans to plough
back into his business.
He beat 16 nominees,

all Ithala clients from the
agriculture, franchise,

HotelMOGUL
in themaking

media, tourism and
logistics services sectors, to
take top honours.
Ngwenya, born and bred

in Ncotshane township
in Pongola in Northern
KwaZulu-Natal, was an
entrepreneur from a
young age, selling boiled
eggs and sweet potatoes
after school to patients
queuing outside a local
doctor’s surgery to help his

Phumlani Ngwenya, a businessman from Pongola,
plans to be South Africa’s next Sol Kerzner

ABOVE: PHUMLANI NGWENYA,
WITH HIS ITHALA BUSINESS
ACHIEVERS AWARD.

mother make ends meet.
He progressed to selling

paw-paws near a local
petrol station and was soon
offered a part-time job as a
petrol attendant.
His ability to speak fluent

Afrikaans earned him
favour from locals including
an attorney Willy Plant who
took him in and “adopted”
him. He paid his school fees,
bought his books and sent
him to college to become an
Afrikaans teacher.
After graduating as a

teacher from Eskaweni

College in 1991, Ngwenya
returned to Dwaleni High
School from which he
had matriculated to
teach Afrikaans.
While teaching, he

pursued his business dreams
and opened a fast-food
tuck-shop near the school.
Seeing a need for child
care while parents were at
work he opened a modern
daycare centre. The as a
teacher he realised the need
to supply study guides and
other materials and Siyanda
Stationers came into being.
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These were just his early
stepping stones and in 1999
he used his savings to build
a four-bedroomed house to
sell for profit.
But realising there was a

demand for accommodation
in Pongola he changed
his mind and opened his
house as a guest house and
became the first person in
the area to own a B&B.
For the next year or

two he struggled to keep
his guest house full.
Strange as it may seem,
it was disease that put
him on the map. When a
cholera outbreak struck
KZN in 2002, there was
suddenly a big demand for
accommodation for nurses
from other provinces.
Ngwenya accommodated

13 nurses for three months
and earned R220 000
in profit. Using this as

capital, he expanded the
property into a 20-bedroom
guest house.
Tourism KwaZulu-Natal

approached him suggesting
he enter the National
Tourism Awards. He did
and walked away with an
award, which enabled him

to travel to the World Travel
Market in London, a key
international trade show, to
promote his business.
To ensure tourists stayed

at his Crocodile Creek hotel
he created a tourist package
in collaboration with people
in his community. This

included a township tour,
traditional Zulu dancers,
consultations with a
sangoma and local
school tours.
While his efforts brought

international guests, he
realised he had to diversify
his business as tourism

is very seasonal. He has
opened his facilities to
government departments
to host conference and
workshops and business is
picking up, he said.
His biggest challenge was

raising finance when he
wanted to buyMagudu Hotel

an old 18-bedroomed hotel
outside Pongola, because
commercial banks would
not take his guest house as
security for the loan.
He approached Ithala

Bank who approved his
loan within a month. He
slowly revamped the hotel,
adding on rooms and
facilities. The hotel now
sleeps 400 people,
has dining halls and
conference rooms.
When he had Kwalala

Lodge in his sights last year,
he turned to his financiers,
Ithala Bank for assistance
and this time he was able
to put down a deposit and
being a reliable client, the
bank did not hesitate to
finance him. *
For more information on Ithala
visit www.myithalastory.com
or www.ithala.co.za or call
031 907 8911.

With the experience of running his
two hotels, he aims to own a big five-
star hotel that can accommodate a
large number of guests in Durban
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Alas, Imbewu is
not listed and
the companies
it is invested
in, though

good performers, are not
necessarily representative
of the entire provincial
economy.
Imbewu was started by

Gcina Zondi, an accountant
who formerly worked in
investment banking at BOE
and Nedbank.
He started out on his own

in 2005 with this mantra:
“There is more than

enough in KZN for me
to succeed.”
By this, hemeant there

was no need to charge
around the country chasing
every private equity and
black empowerment equity
deal in themarket.
“I worked out early on

what I was and therefore
what I was not.”
The 45-year-old father of

two learnt in seven years at
Nedbank that the “big, noisy
deals claim the headlines, but
don’t necessarily bring home
the bacon”.
When Zondi started it was

with the backing of Standard
Bank and other shareholders,
although the bank is no
longer involved because
regulations changed after the
financial crisis of 2008.
Imbewumeans “seed”

in Zulu, and the holding
company invests, structures
and raises funding for
management and leveraged
buyouts.

It has stakes in NPC-
Cimpor, RCL Foods,
Hulamin, Richards Bay
Minerals, Icon Construction,
IFS (a facilities management
services company),
Container Conversions,
and Isegen SA (produces
Anhydrides, Plasticisers
and Food Acidulants from a
factory in Isipingo).

Imbewumanages a
total portfolio value of
about R4-billion for itself
and investment partners,
and Zondi says the firm
has realised an internal
return rate of 30% to date,
significantly more than the
industry return measured
by the Southern Africa

Venture Capital and Private
Equity Association.
Imbewu’s managed

portfolio, Zondi is quick to
add, is not a reflection of his
wealth. Shareholders include
big business hitters, Ata
Capital, the Multiply Group
and Omame Investments.
Zondi puts his success

down to his partners,
hard work and focus. “The
timing was exceptional. I
started out at the perfect
time. There is a lot of hype
about everyone wanting
to be entrepreneurs these
days. I don’t really agree
with it all. There are great
virtues to being employed.
You learn an appreciation
for structure. Corporates are
the bedrock of the economy
and offer similar prospects
as entrepreneurship. There
is a great culture inmany of
them, a good work ethic and
opportunity to create wealth.
“Entrepreneurship

success is related to timing.
I am not scornful of the
corporate I worked for. I
would be happy to work
there today. My old boss,
Clive Howell, was a great
team leader.”
Prior to his private equity

experience, Zondi did
articles at KPMG.
When he started Imbewu

he vowed to find out about
every private equity and
empowerment transaction
in the KZNmarket.
“I said to myself, if I don’t

see it, I’m failing in my job.
Everything had to pass my

Straight
SHOOTER
If Imbewu Capital Partners was a private equity fund
listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, its rising

share price and dividends would be a sterling indicator of
the health of KwaZulu-Natal’s economy

“There is more
than enough in
KZN for me to

succeed.”
By this, he meant
there was no
need to charge
around the

country chasing
every private

equity and black
empowerment
equity deal

in the market.
“I worked out early
on what I was and
therefore what I

was not”
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desk, even if I ultimately
chose not to be part of
it. I focused on large and
medium-sized businesses
that were strategic to KZN.
“This work is all about

research and more
research. Before I went
out on my own one of
my successful deals was
funding Aka Capital post
the management buyout
of Corobrick.
I realised that in some

deals what were the crumbs
to the big industry players
was ameal for me. Our
business is built on research,
relationships and credibility.
Always offer good skills and
good partnerships.”
Zondi says he’s shied

away from deals based on
political relationships
and influence. Soon after
setting up Imbewu he was
approached by a company
owner who wanted an
equity partner with
political leverage.
Five minutes into their

discussion an incensed
Zondi realised he was in the
“wrong meeting”.
“This person wanted

me to assure him I could
get him a meeting with a
government minister. I said
to him: ‘Let me recap, my
name is Gcina Zondi, I am
the son of Mfushane Zondi
who worked his way up
the ranks at Hulamin over
35 years to become a plant
trainer. We have no political
leverage. If I am invested
in your business and you
want a meeting with a
government minister,
we can look up his office
number, call and request
a meeting’.”
The businessman replied:

What is the point of talking
to you then?
“I’m a professional and

have built my career on
hard work. I refuse to be
part of a partnership where
my skill and value add is
reduced to a connected»
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The site is a whopping
1 000ha and, seen from
above, melts into the
rolling hills of Illovo to the
south of Durban. In less

than a year, construction is expected to
begin here on what will become known
as the South Illovo Auto Supply Park.

This specialist automotive supplier
park is expected to be home to both
new and existing investors in the
province’s automotive industry by the
end of 2020. Located just 16km from
Toyota’s Prospecton plant and 22km
from the continent’s busiest container
port – which is also home to South
Africa’s largest car terminal – the South
Illovo Auto Supply Park is expected to
create 6 000 jobs during construction

as well as 1 200 full-time and 1 400
indirect jobs once operational.
Just shy of 25% of all light vehicles

manufactured in South Africa come
from Durban and the eThekwini
Municipality estimates that more than
17 000 people are employed by the
automotive sector. Approximately
three times as many indirect jobs also
rely on the industry.

The choice of location was a
strategic one that will not only reduce
logistic costs for companies using
the port and supplying Toyota, but
also create an enabling environment
where production, assembly,
sequencing and warehousing facilities
can be centralised.

Whereas many companies started

Driving the
AUTO INDUSTRY

out as suppliers to Toyota – South
Africa’s largest light motor vehicle
brand – many are now exporters
and success stories in their own
right. Building on this makes sense.
The automotive industry is South
Africa’s largest manufacturing sector,
accounting for over 30% of overall
production and contributing 6,9%
of national GDP. Total revenue for
2017 was R500-billion with combined

exports bringing in R165-billion. More
importantly, there’s room for growth.

In addition to expandingmarkets for
components such as catalytic converters,
trims, tyres and radiators, the highly
competitive local market could absorb
more vehicles produced in South Africa.
Then there’s the African market

which has, up until now, been one of
the lesser export destinations for local
car producers. Lower priced, entry

The big rev revolves around a new auto supplier park
on the South Coast, writes Shirley le Guern

This specialist
automotive supplier park
is expected to be home
to both new and existing
investors in the province’s
automotive industry by

the end of 2020
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level vehicles are mostly imported, and
it was Toyota that began hinting at the
possibility of producing an entry level
model in Durban late last year.

Again, it is early days but there is
certainly capacity at the facility which
produces around 150 000 Fortuner
utility vehicles, Hilux bakkies,
Quantum minibuses and Corollas
each year. Overall capacity is 220 000
units a year.
The announcement of the opening

of a new semi-knockdown assembly
plant by Indian multi-national,
Mahindra, is another boost for the
local automotive sector, according to
Dube TradePort spokesperson, Vincent
Zwane. However, it will be located
within the Dube TradePort Special
Economic Zone itself rather than at
the proposed supplier park.
This is despite the fact that the

Dube TradePort has been appointed
as the development agency and
operator of the proposed South Illovo
Auto Supply Park.
The semi-knockdown assembly

plant will produce 4 000 of its
Pik Up range of single and double-
cab bakkies when operating at full
capacity. Mahindra’s long-term
development strategy is to supply new
vehicles to Africa from Durban and
the company has also committed to
sourcing 40% of components locally
(measured by value).

Rajesh Gupta, CEO of Mahindra
South Africa, emphasised the decision
to invest started with an average 4,6%
annual growth in market share in
South Africa over the past five years.
“The assembly of the Pik Up is very

important, but it remains only the
first step in our long-term plan that
will see us increase employment,
local sourcing and content and the
complexity of our assembly facility in

KwaZulu-Natal,” he said.
In addition to attracting automotive

investment to the province, Durban
also sees itself as playing a pivotal
role in facilitating wider growth and
policy development within the sector
as the host of the upcoming National
Association of Automotive Component
and AlliedManufacturers (NACAAM)
show inMarch 2019. The inaugural
show in April 2017 brought together key

stakeholders to debate critical issues
such as manufacturing best practice,
black supplier development, and the
South African AutomotiveMasterplan.
The idea is to help grow South Africa

into a more influential player globally.
According to the National Association
of Automotive Manufacturers of South
Africa, SA ranks only 22nd with a
market share of 0,62%.

Creating the automotive supplier
park was influenced by another
important body, the Durban
Automotive Cluster (DAC) which
formalised a partnership between
the eThekwini Municipality and
over 40 private sector companies
which represent 90% of automotive
manufacturing activity in KZN.
The DAC wants to double local

manufacturing by 2020, and according
to Amy Benn, a spokesperson for B&M
Analysts which heads up the DAC,
even without factoring in the new
supplier park, there are significant
local opportunities.
Government’s newMasterplan

for the auto sector focuses on local
content and means OEMs (Original
Equipment Manufacturers) and
suppliers will need to increase
their local spend. “Changing engine
technologies, additive manufacturing,
green technology, the internet of things
and telematics all present immense
opportunities for investment in the
future of the automotive industry
through local production.”
Benn said the broader health

of the South African automotive
industry was underpinned by healthy
sales growth among South African
suppliers and stable profits. The South
African Automotive Supplier Industry
Benchmark Report 2018, which is
prepared by B&M Analysts, shows
that, overall, SA OEM customer ratings
of local suppliers have improved over
the last year with local manufacturers
expressing an increased interest in
localisation.

The overall cost competitiveness
profile of SA suppliers has also
improved consistently over the
past three years, according to
Renai Moothilal, NAACAM’s
executive director.
He said 75% of OEMs said they

wanted to increase their total buy from
current local suppliers, which meant
purchasing more of the same products
and expanding the range of products
bought from suppliers.*

Rajesh Gupta, CEO of
Mahindra South Africa,
emphasised the decision
to invest started with

an average 4,6% annual
growth in market share
in South Africa over the

past five years
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I f you asked the
mythical man on the
Umbilo bus to name
a south Durban car
maker and exporter,

it’s a safe bet he would
mention a certain Japanese
auto giant.
But there’s another

manufacturer on the same
block who’s also doing brisk
business, supplying cars for
the US market.
We are talking about

Backdraft, a “component
car” maker that hand-builds
about 150 Cobra replicas a
year, most of which go to
their Florida-based dealer
partner. A Cobra is a classic
British roadster (itself
inspired by a Ferrari) with
a hot injection of American
V8 power and curves in all
the right places.
“It’s very appealing

to young and old,” says
Backdraft boss Tony Martin.
We met Martin at his
3 800m² Prospecton plant.
Martin is a man in a hurry.
He points to the takkies he’s
wearing and, only half in
jest, says he puts them on
when he gets out of bed
so he can run to work. “I
love it,” he says. This is
the same fellow who with
the legendary Sarel van
der Merwe and Graham
Duxbury, won the 24 Hours
of Daytona in 1984 and has
a string of local motorsport
championships and
victories to his name.
At 68 Martin is still active

in motorsport, these days
behind the wheel of a
Backdraft car.
The company prepares

its own race cars – plus a
few for private customers
– but its bread and butter is
building road-going Cobras.
It all began in 2001 when

the affable Durban-born
businessman was looking
for a change from flogging
used cars for a living. It so
happened that a pal, Reg
Dodd, who had emigrated
to the US, mentioned he was
keen on selling Cobras in

LEFT: BACKDRAFT BOSS TONY
MARTIN, WITH ONE OF HIS
DURBAN-BUILT COBRA REPLICAS,
CRATED-UP AND DESTINED FOR
EXPORT TO THE US. PICTURE:
MATTHEW HATTINGH

the States.
Dodd suggested Martin

would be just the man to
supply the cars and the
deal was sealed with a
handshake.
Martin remembers them

buying the bits for their
first car from Kit Car Centre
in Gauteng and financing
it with Dodd’s credit card.
After that, Backdraft
(the explosive name was
suggested by an early US
customer) never really
looked back.
The company later

amalgamated with
Boksburg-based Kit Car
Centre, and its owner,
Rudy Malan – “very clever,
unassuming” – moved
to Durban to run the
factory. Martin credits
Malan, who died in 2011,

with the original chassis
design and the many
technical innovations and
manufacturing techniques
Backdraft has introduced
over the years.
Martin explained the

Backdraft build process
during a whirlwind tour
of the factory, taking in
suspension component
preparation, chassis
fabrication, body build
up and painting, through
to final assembly. It’s
impressive to see just how
much of the car is made
in-house. The steel ladder
chassis, fibre glass body,
windscreen surrounds,
exhaust headers and much
else are produced in their
Prospecton plant by a
staff of about 100. Other
components are sourced

locally and globally and
Martin says finding low-
volume suppliers was one
of his biggest challenges.
The fit and finish of the

cars looks fab. “We believe
you can’t fault it,” says
Martin, explaining it has to
be that way. “The guys who
buy them are absolutely
fanatical.”
Painting and body prep

are the most expensive part
of the car, and he reckons
their spray booth and paint

are the best money can buy.
The cars destined for

the States are “turnkey
minus” – supplied without
the drive train. But local
clients can buy their VIN-
numbered vehicles fitted
with American or Toyota
Lexus V8s. It makes for
a winning package, says
Martin. “Even our entry-
level car has 300bhp per
ton – acceleration with
a reasonable engine is
virtually unbeatable.” Or
put another way, R530 000
upwards buys you supercar
performance for what
equates these days to barely
hot hatch money.
It’s a formula that’s going

down a treat Stateside, and
something to think about
when you finally tire of the
old bus.*

Never mind coals to Newcastle. KZN businessman and race ace Tony
Martin is sending muscle cars to America, writesMatthew Hattingh

Snake
CHARMER
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The 162-year-old Chamber you
head has had its ups and downs. How
do you intend to make your mark?
Answer: Build on the Chamber’s

good work. Develop our value
proposition and raise Durban’s
business profile #DurbanMustRise.
Durban based businesses have
always had a massive role to
play in KwaZulu-Natal’s and
South Africa’s economy not only
because of the port but because
of the major manufacturing
and industrial hubs around the
city. We can increase market
access through key partnerships with
government, State owned enterprises,
large corporates, educational
institutions and media.
Which are the three biggest
sectors of Durban’s economy and
how can you help the companies in

Blossoming
BUSINESS

those sectors?
Answer: In 2017, finance,

insurance, real estate and business
services contributed almost 20%,
manufacturing slightly less and retail,
catering and accommodation 16%.
 The DCCI has an unfortunate

history of being politically
influenced. How do you aim to stay
politically independent?
Answer: The Durban Chamber

is politically neutral. Our role as a
business-based and member-focused
organisation is to represent the

business community to achieve its
strategic purpose, which is to help
create a conducive economic and
business environment to facilitate
and promote economic growth in
partnership with key stakeholders.
 Any Chamber needs to provide
credible data on business in its
area, formulate relevant policy
and advocate for a sustainable
environment for firms to operate in.
How do you aim to provide this?
Answer: The Durban Chamber does

this by providing reliable and relevant
policy perspective through:
Identifying government policy

relevant to business in Durban.
Informing, through research,

broader perspectives and approaches
on such policy.
Liaising with relevant institutional

structures to enhance robust
collaboration.
Amplifying core issues that impact

on business with short, medium and
long-term perspectives.
Promoting an appreciation of

broad based economic, social and
environmental sustainability.
Advocating good practice to our

members and enabling policy for the
city, province and State.

Assisting in promoting
partnership approaches to
complex problematic issues
affecting business.
The Durban Chamber, in

partnership with UKZN, will
be gaining the services of an
economist, Professor Harold

Ngalawa, the Acting Dean of Research
in the College of Law and Management
Studies. In addition to the services of
Professor Ngalawa, the Chamber will
receive additional researchers from
UKZN to capacitate the research and
policy division of the Chamber.*

Palesa Phili was recently appointed CEO of the Durban Chamber of Commerce and
Industry. A 42-year-old wife and mother to two boys, she has a background in IT

and is firm, friendly and keen to add value to the Chamber’s 3 000 members. Born in
Johannesburg and schooled in Lesotho, Phili was raised African Episcopal Methodist,
and at the weekends drives from uMhlanga to attend church in a tent in Pinetown. It
feels like home. Phili’s first name Palesa, means flower. We asked her four questions

Build on the Chamber’s good work.
Develop our value proposition and
raise Durban’s business profile

#DurbanMustRise
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Trade & Investment KwaZulu-
Natal is a South African
trade and inward investment
promotion agency (IPA)
established to promote
the province as a premier
investment destination
and to facilitate trade by
assisting local companies to
access international markets.
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MANUFACTURING/
ENERGY AND WATER/
MINING AND
BENEFICIATION/
TOURISM AND PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT

KWAZULU-NATAL, WITH
11,4 MILLION RESIDENTS,
ACCOUNTED FOR 20% OF
SOUTH AFRICA’S
POPULATION IN 2018

2



Trade & Investment House, 1 Arundel Close
Kingsmead Office Park, Durban, 4001, South Africa

+27 (0) 31 368 9600
info@tikzn.co.za

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal is a South African trade and inward investment promotion agency established to:

Promote, brand and Facilitate trade Identify, develop Provide a Retain and Link opportunities to
market the province by assisting local and package professional expand trade the developmental
of KwaZulu-Natal companies to investment service and export needs of the
as an investment access international opportunities in to all clientele activities KwaZulu-Natal
destination markets KwaZulu-Natal community

• In close proximity and within easy access to South Africa’s two
largest ports, Durban and Richards Bay, and King Shaka International
Airport for air cargo

• Access to the large labour pool
• Diverse cultures
• Gateway to other African countries
• World-class transport and telecommunications infrastructure
• Investment and export incentive schemes
• Mature manufacturing base
• Idyllic climate

The agency is equipped with the professional expertise and experience, as well as national and international networks
geared to maintaining and growing KwaZulu-Natal’s competitive advantage as a premier investment destination and leader
in export trade.

INVESTMENT PROMOTION SERVICES EXPORT ADVISORY SERVICES
• Sector economic data provisioning • Access to international trade exhibitions
• Backward and forward linkages • KwaZulu-Natal export portal profiling
• Joint venture facilitation • Decision support model with market intelligence
• Capital raising through finance

institutions INVESTSA ONE STOP SHOP SERVICES
• General business advice • Specialist investment advisory and facilitation

services
AFTERCARE SERVICES • Permits
• Incentive programme advice • Registration
• Inward and outward investment • Licensing

promotion missions • Market intelligence
• Project packaging and profiling • Advice on business processes and locating in
• Export training KwaZulu-Natal
• Business market intelligence • Company matchmaking services

www.tikzn.co.za
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T he project will have a
construction lifespan of
some 20 years, depending
on the market appetite for
Ntshongweni, Durban’s

newest and possibly biggest suburb.
Andile Mnguni is the Tongaat

Hulett Developments (THD) executive
responsible for Ntshongweni, a place
synonymous with the nearby dam,
Giba Gorge and the Summerveld
racehorse training facility.
The area earmarked for development

is 2 000ha. By comparison, the build in
uMhlanga Ridge, La Lucia, Gateway and
Cornubia is 1 700ha.
Ntshongweni is 30km from the port

and 50km from Pietermaritzburg.
When development kicks off in

March it will be the foundations of an
85 000m² mall and the widening of a
two to six-lane access road.
The fact sheet on Ntshongweni is

staggering in scale. Total development
will be over 1 000 of the 2 000ha,
and half of the land will be green
open spaces.
It will grow from a central core of

retail and mixed-use buildings to a
logistics hub of 100ha and eventually
thousands of new houses, social and
recreational opportunities.
THD estimates 400 000 short-term

construction jobs over the total lifespan

Durban’s
BIGGEST HOOD
takes shape

Andile Mnguni gestures
around the ubiquitous

sugarcane covered fields
of KZN and his hands seem

to caress the contours
of the rolling green hills
around him. Soon the

transformation of this green
will begin on a project of

megalith proportions
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of the project, 35 000 permanent jobs
and R700-million in additional rates to
Durban per annum.
The total economic activity, THD

says, will generate R5-billion to the
Treasury in new taxes.
Mnguni is a quiet chap, not prone

to exaggeration, but driving the site
with him the picture of promise comes
alive. Cities are complex, growing and
connected organisms and Mnguni is
a passionate catalyst for growth
in eThekwini.
He wants to see a city where people

previously dislocated by spatial
planning are able to connect easier,
where work and play are more
harmonious and less arduous.
THD’s prospectus for Ntshongweni

has artist’s impressions of tree-lined
boulevards and rooftop gardens.
If the company didn’t have an
admirable record of delivery in
uMhlanga and elsewhere, one might
be prone to scepticism.
Mnguni is in constant contact with

all stakeholders in Ntshongweni as
part of stakeholder engagements with
neighbouring communities. Phase one
kicks off next year with road, electrical
and sewage infrastructure around the
shopping centre. Kassier Road will

be upgraded including extending the
bridges over the N3 and M13.
Ntshongweni will unlock tons of

opportunities for private developers,
local businesses and the community
starting with the shopping centre and a
wide range of residential and business
opportunities.
“Ntshongweni can tie a lot of things

together,” Mnguni says.

LEFT & ABOVE: AN AERIAL VIEW OF THE
TONGAAT HULETT DEVELOPMENT.

ABOVE: ANDILE MNGUNI – THE TONGAAT
HULETT DEVELOPMENTS EXECUTIVE
RESPONSIBLE FOR GROWING NTSHONGWENI
INTO A THRIVING BUSINESS AND
RESIDENTIAL HUB.

“Ntshongweni can tie a
lot of things together,”
Mnguni says.“We would
like to unlock the tourism
potential and connect

people who live across the
valley from one another

“Wewould like to unlock the tourism
potential and connect people who live
across the valley from one another. The
logistics hub is only 30km from the port.
Other logistic parks nearby talk to the
prospects this holds. Equally important
is the need to maintain and enhance the
utilisation of the extensive open space
networks from ecological, social and
recreational perspectives. There are
spaces for all stakeholders to experience
in this exciting new urban precinct.”*
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This swish R1-
billion mixed-
use Nedbank
development
nearing

completion opposite
Chris Saunders Park in
uMhlanga is likely to
garner architectural and
green building awards. It
has a unique feel to it, and
from the eighth floor there
are views of the harbour,
Gateway and inland to the
Nhlangakazi Mountains.
It is an interesting,

terraced building – the
inland side has a huge
piazza above ground floor
parking, a main retail centre
and arcade, and stand-alone
offices above that.
A key aspect of the

building’s appeal is that no
one element dominates in
the 40 000m² building.
Ken Reynolds is the KZN

born and raised director of

being functional. The global
trend is to have mixed-
used development around
an engaging and multi-
dimensional square. This is
what Park Square offers. It
is a hub servicing all needs,”
says Anderson.
Spar’s neighbours include

fashion stores, grooming
boutiques for men and
women, Seattle Coffee,
a pharmacy and other
convenience retail. Outside,
Capello restaurant and
other hospitality venues
overlook the piazza with
big planter boxes with
trees and commissioned
artworks. On the other side
of the building, a Mike’s
Kitchen restaurant looks on

to Chris Saunders Park.
One of the office blocks,

each upwards of three
storeys and 2 000m² has
been bought by a financial
services company. A portion
of another tower will be
occupied by IBV Vaults.
On the south-west side

Park Square’s entrance
facade is a massive, multi-
storey, “spider glass”
feature facing Gateway’s
Wavehouse and the tree-
lined boulevard.
Reynolds, who has been

involved in numerous
developments, says Park
Square’s appeal is in its
location, unique design and
green conscience.
The development is

ideally located opposite
Gateway, the park and on
the GoDurban People
Mover Route.
Office space in the

building is being sold at
upwards of R30 000/m²
and retail rentals range
upwards of R250/m².*

TOP: KEN REYNOLDS, DIRECTOR
OF NEDPORT DEVELOPMENTS.

ABOVE: A VIEW OF PARK
SQUARE AT GATEWAY.

Nedport Developments, a
subsidiary of the bank, who
believes Park Square will
bring together work, leisure
and convenience.
Nedbank is the anchor

tenant in the building and
will operate a 9 000m²
contact centre that will
house more than 1 000 staff
plus be home to the bank’s
private wealth business.
Spar will be the big gun

in the retail section, a
top-end destination with
an old world, classic 1920s
design. Store owner Mark
Anderson – who owns
uMhlanga Rocks SuperSpar
– has ploughed millions into
his 1 500m² shop, including
a Tops bottle store.
Designed around an

aviation theme, Spar Park
SuperSpar has a life-size
plane suspended from the
roof in-store.
“Retail is not just about

HeavenlyVIEWS
The towers at Park Square will have among Durban’s most coveted offices
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ADHA NAIDOO
is the immediate
past chairman
of Tourism KZN
and is a director

of Trade and Investment
KZN, uShaka Marine World
and Durban ICC.
The uMhlanga

businessman is a low
key, high impact tourism
player with interests in
property development,
travel and leisure. Among
his businesses is California
Dreaming, a popular eatery
on the Durban promenade.
Naidoo is passionate

about people development
and one of his firms trains
about 1 000 youngsters

every year in tourism.
Naidoo says the Durban

beach promenade is the
province’s tourism artery
with the potential to
compete against Copacabana
in Rio, Surfers Paradise on
the Gold Coast and Cannes
in France. The extension
of the promenade and the
proposed developments at
the PointWaterfront present
an opportunity to define an
iconic “must see” attraction
in KZN.
Naidoo says whilst

new and upgraded
infrastructure and
investments are important,
so too is ensuring the
iconic precinct provides an

unforgettable experience
for the domestic and
international markets.
“This must include the

introduction of a managed
precinct, similar to the
successful uMhlanga UIP,
and the sustaining of an
environment that is clean,
safe and enjoyable.”
Tourists are more often

attracted by an experience
which includes major events,
like the Durban July, the Duzi
and the Comrades Marathon.
“We need to urgently

look at the introduction
of further world-class
events as a vehicle to grow
our tourism inflow. As
an example, the Durban
Beachfront urgently
requires an International
Beach Festival.”
With these and the

introduction of iconic
attractions, (perhaps a
Durban Eye or a Bluff
Bridge) the promenade and
the waterfront will become
the epitome of Durban.
“Durban can continue

to be that preferred
destination and also the
gateway to the experiences
that KZN presents, to create
jobs, stimulate the economy
and capture the rich ethnic
diversity of our country.”

Tourism
TITANS
- tell it
like it is

SAMANTHA CROFT is
the recently appointed
Operations Director of
Tsogo Sun in KZN, the
biggest tourism business in
the province that employs
more than 2 000 people
and probably caters for
hundreds of thousands of
guests a year at 10 hotels.
Croft is an energetic,

engaging boss with 39 years
in the hospitality industry.
Actually, she hasn’t had
another job and went
directly from school
into hotels.
She trained with Protea

and has run hotels in
Johannesburg, Cape Town
and Durban.
Last month Croft took

over from industry veteran
Mike Jackson.
“The key to good

hospitality is hosting, being
sociable and understanding
that people travel for
different reasons. Be aware
of that, cater for their
needs as business or leisure
tourists, but remember,
yours is a business as well
and it has to be a success.”
Tsogo has most of

the rooms on Durban’s
beachfront in four hotels.
It is a business that runs
into billions of Rands in

It is touted as the economic elixir for the
province, but how do we change step to

attract more tourists and ensure they keep
coming back.We asked three experts
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turnover and without
Tsogo, eThekwini’s
hospitality industry would
barely exist.
Croft says she’s not a

micromanager.
“Managers must be

empowered to manage
themselves. They have
access to the hierarchy
if they have problems. If
you try and do everything
you will never get it done
and you won’t create a
sense of responsibility and
ownership. Be a sounding
board and allow people to
live with the consequences
of their decisions.”
So what do KZN hospitality

outfits need to prosper?
“It’s about a feel. It is

partly aesthetics, but it’s
mostly down to the staff.
They will make you feel
warm and welcome or not.
If the staff are comfortable
and in an environment that
is conducive to growth,
they will create a happy
place. It’s not always about
perfection. If a guest wants

something and staff don’t
have the answer, it’s OK to
say: I’m not sure, please, let
me get back to you.”
What does KZN have to

do to up its game? Croft
says its a case of selling
the province as a one-stop
destination.
“You don’t have to go

anywhere else if you have
come to KZN, but people

don’t know that. If you get
them here for a big event,
like Amashova or the
tourism Indaba, make sure
you keep them long enough
to experience more of the
province. They don’t need
to go to Kruger or Cape
Town if they are here.”
But is our offering up to

scratch?
“The best way to improve

what we have is to make

sure that locals are the
best tourists in their own
backyard. Howmany locals
have been on a township
tour? I’m not sure. How
many locals have been up
the Moses Mabhida skycar?
There is a poor level of
engagement at some tourist
sites, the signage is bad
and we need to ensure
we employ people there

who are welcoming and
hospitable. We all have to
work to fix those things.
If there are vagrants on
the beachfront, we have to
find a sustainable solution.
There are solutions. The
surf lifesaving clubs, for
example, are passionate
about ocean safety and
exploration. We need to tap
into that.”

JOHN ARITHO is as
polished and debonaire
as his predecessor, John
de Canha, the renowned
gentleman of the hospitality
sector in Durban.
Young John, 45, took over

as General Manager of the
Beverly Hills in October.
Aritho hails from Kenya and
worked in hotels there, in
Sri Lanka, India, Dubai and
South Africa.
The Beverly Hills was built

by Sol Kerzner and like its
neighbour, the iconic Oyster
Box, is a signature spot.
At 1,8m tall Artitho looks

part Masai warrior.
He turned down a sports

scholarship to the US in
favour of cooking.
His dad, a doctor and

mom, a midwife, were
dumbfounded.
Amanwhowants to cook,

they shook their heads sadly.
It was before the era of

celebrity TV chefs like Jamie
Oliver. But Aritho flourished.
“I just loved hosting people.

It started as a kid at home.”

Now Aritho is a husband,
father of two daughters and
the boss of one of South
Africa’s most popular hotels.
He believes tourism in KZN

is on a growth trajectory.
Elegant establishments

like Beverly Hills recognise
that people want “a bit of
pampering that is out of the
ordinary and there’s very
little room for mistakes”.
But, no matter how posh

a room is, it’s the food that
guests judge you by.
“With social media the

competition is glaring. Your
fare is compared to what
is on offer in Hong Kong,
Singapore or down the
road. Everyone can play
against that. I am a foodie. I
love tasting and seeing what
is trending. I listen to guests
and cater to their tastes.”
Aritho says the direct

British Airways flights to
Durban demands the city up
its game. “We have no room
for error and wemustn’t
be blinded by things we see
everyday.We have to have
curb appeal. International
tourists don’t want to see
beggars, overgrown verges
and dilapidated buildings.
Those things are threatening.
Tourists don’t want to feel
threatened.We need to be
the Barcelona of Africa and
we need to talk Durban up
by speaking positively and
behaving positively.”
Aritho says Durban would

do well to have tourism
police. These must be easily
identifiable law enforcers
in tourism hotspots who
enforce bylaws and ensure
everyone respects their
peers and the environment.
“We need to reverse the

stereotype that South Africa
is violent. I was in Russia for
the SoccerWorld Cup and
everyone was welcoming
and friendly and I hardly
expected that as a person of
colour in Russia. There was
a brilliant vibe because they
decided it would be that way.
Wemust not treat tourists as
visitors. Wemust treat them
as guests in our home.”*

“We need to be the Barcelona of Africa
and we need to talk Durban up by speaking

positively and behaving positively”
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Iblinked back the
tears, mesmerised by
the tale. This blood
curdling terror and
mind-boggling valour

took place in a battle 139
years ago and yet I was
so absorbed I felt like I
was there.
The narrator was Andrew

Rattray, son of the legendary
Anglo-Zulu War historian
David Rattray. I never
met Rattray senior, but
by all accounts he was a
magnificent raconteur, and
the founder of Fugitives’
Drift Lodge. He was
murdered in 2007, and at
his funeral elder statesman
Mangosuthu Buthelezi
heaped praise on 49-year-
old Rattray, dubbed the
“Bard of Zululand”. Rattray
had a passion for promoting

the history of the Anglo-
Zulu War internationally
and in the process made a
global network of friends,
including Prince Charles, the
heir to the British throne.
He described Rattray as

a “unique and irresistible”
man whose personality
shone through in his
“constant efforts at
reconciliation in South
Africa”. Andrew Rattray is
keeping the legacy alive.
His tours of the

battlefields are spellbinding
because of his passion
for the subject and his
intimate knowledge of the
characters.
Two critical battles

defined the war that shaped
the future of South Africa:
Isandlwana, where more
than 1 200 British soldiers
were killed in about two
hours, and nearby Rorke’s

draw on a strong oral
tradition, including first-
hand accounts from
both sides.
Andrew tells moving

accounts of how some
grandchildren of British
soldiers saved for a lifetime
to make the odyssey to
Zululand to pay tribute to
their grandfathers, many of
whom suffered severe post
traumatic stress and died in
penury and obscurity.
Their heroics and

dedication to their
comrades is magnificently
retained in the storytelling
by Rattray and his staff on
the battlefield, thousands of
miles away.
Battlefield tours are a big

element of KZN’s tourism
bouquet. The repeat
business is also fantastic. At
Fugitives’ Drift Lodge I met
Australian friends David
Tomlinson and Duncan
Perkiss who have visited
eight times in as many years
and know the battle story
infinitely better than
many locals do.
The friends are drawn

back to KZN by the Rattrays,
the province’s variety, its
value formoney and because
it is a useful springboard to
the rest of the country and
southern Africa.
“One thing that really

sticks out for me in South
Africa is the hospitality of
the people, especially in
pubs, where we spend more
than our fair share of our
time,” Tomlinson said.*

Drift, where about 100
British soldiers held an
army of 4 000 Zulu warriors
at bay in an epic 12-hour
battle that left a handful of
Redcoats and upwards of
300 Zulus dead.
Eleven Victoria Crosses

were awarded, the most
ever to a single company.
Rattray’s knowledge of the
history is astonishingly
detailed and highly
personalised. His family
has been immersed in
Zulu history for three
generations. They are fluent
Zulu speakers and are fully
versant with the stories
of both British and Zulu
customs, courage and folly.
Their stories of the war

FROM TOP: FUGITIVES’ DRIFT
LODGE; INSIDE THE LODGE;
ISANDLWANA.

BELOW: BATTLEFIELDS
GUIDES BRYANMNCUBE AND
ANDREW RATTRAY – TWO
MENWHO KNOW THEIR STUFF.

Battlefield
SPLENDOUR

KZN’s rich history is replete in its many
battlefields, writes Greg Ardé
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Hluhluwe
-iMfolozi Park

The Hluhluwe-
Imfolozi Park is

one of oldest game
reserves in the world,
and home to all of
Africa’s magnificent

Big Five game
species (lion, leopard,
elephant, rhino and

buffalo).
It also contains

the oldest protected
wilderness zone in
Africa and is the

cradle of global rhino
conservation (every
one of the world’s

remaining Southern
White Rhinos

originate from a tiny
remnant population

in iMfolozi that
was rescued from

extinction nearly 120
years ago).

Though not as large
as Kruger National
Park or some of

East Africa’s famous
reserves, Hluhluwe-
iMfolozi still sparkles
like a diamond at a
time when the old
wild lands of Africa
are being engulfed by
the modern world.

uKhahlamba
-Drakensberg

Park
You won’t see

lions and elephants
wandering along the
towering slopes of

the Drakensberg, the
highest mountain
range in Southern

Africa.
But that’s not why

people come here.
The Drakensberg

(Dragon Mountains)
is a haven for scenery,
wild flowers, solace
and fresh air – and
some of the best

mountain hiking for
those with lots of

energy.
There are several

top-class resorts in
this World Heritage
Site, but my pick-

of-the-bunch would
have to be Thendele
camp in the Royal
Natal National Park

because of the breath-
taking views of the
Amphitheatre, and
access to the Thukela
Falls (the second-
highest waterfall
in the world) and

several San/Bushmen
painting sites.

Ndumo-Tembe
Game Reserves

These two small
reserves, both on
the Mozambique

borderline, are well
worth the long drive
(five-hours from

Durban).
Ndumo, the smaller

of the two and easily
accessible with a
normal car, is one
of the best places
in the country for

birdwatching. But if
birding is not your
game, there is no
shortage of larger
animal species and
beautiful scenery,
including scenic

water pans fringed by
forests of lime-green

fever trees.
The neighbouring
Tembe Elephant

Park (only accessible
to 4x4 vehicles and
one luxury tented
lodge) has some of

the largest-remaining
“tuskers” left in the
world, as well as
lion and leopard.
This is real African

wilderness.

 iSimangaliso
Wetland Park
iSimangaliso (a

Zulu name for Place
of Wonders) is a

World Heritage Site
that brings together
the attractions of the
bush, the beach and

the ocean.
Lake St Lucia (the
largest estuarine

lake in Africa) is the
centrepiece of the

park. Catch a mid-day
or sundowner ferry
on the lake and you
will have no trouble
seeing some of the
largest remaining
populations of

crocodiles and hippos.
iSimangaliso also

has some of the tallest
coastal dune forests
in the world and

access to coral reefs
and great diving spots
around Sodwana.
The adjoining sea
is also home to
the prehistoric

coelacanth “dinosaur
fish”, marine turtles,

dolphins and
migratory whales.

uMhlanga
Lagoon Nature
Reserve and

Beach
If you are on a tight

schedule, take a drive
out to uMhlanga. Park
close to the beach

and stretch your legs
along the promenade.
Better still, take your
shoes off and get
some beach sand
between your toes.
You can access the
uMhlanga Lagoon

Nature Reserve from
the northern end of
promenade or via
the car park at the

end of Lagoon Drive.
This shady 26 hectare
coastal forest oasis
is filled with birdlife,
masses of trees and
several smaller
animals such as

vervet monkeys and
duiker antelope.
At the end of this
short hike in the

nature reserve, you
can take a dip at

the main uMhlanga
swimming beach or
top up your blood-

sugar levels at one of
several beachfront

restaurants.

Tony’s TOP5
getaways

Award winning environmental writer Tony Carnie has traversed the province writing stories
to protect our magnificent part of the planet. Here are his five best wild wanderings
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O ur east coast is renowned
worldwide for its surfing,
fishing, sailing and
world-class beaches, but
beneath the big blue are

some of the most fascinating coral
reefs on the planet.
Having dived in the best locations in

the world there is no doubt that some
of my most memorable dives have
been right here on my doorstep, the
reason KZN has become a magnet for
scuba divers from around the world.
Where else can you get up close and

personal with orca and humpback
whales, manta rays, shoals of game
fish, bass, turtles and at least five shark
species, including ragged tooth, tiger,
bull, black tips and hammerheads?
And that’s just the big stuff. On good

days Aliwal Shoal on our South Coast
and Sodwana Bay up north turn into a
veritable aquarium of eels, clownfish,
seahorses, octopus, firefish, goldies,
rock cod, snapper, batfish, butterfly and
parrot fish and everything in-between.
We’re blessed with amarine diversity

that is hard to beat at prices that,
compared tomost of the rest of the
world, are eminently affordable. Even
better, it’s not just about the diving as
each of our precious dive sites provides
a myriad of other attractions.
Each comes with beautiful

swimming, surfing and sunbathing

beaches, top-notch accommodation
options, restaurants, bars, shopping,
cultural escapes and as much
adventure as you can handle.
I can vouch for it all, having been

part of team of intrepid scuba divers
who experienced a three-week ocean
adventure, organised by Durban Green
Corridors, in partnership with the
eThekwini Municipality.
Starting point was the South

Coast’s Shelly Beach, an unassuming
little town which boasts some of the
best shark diving in the world at its
renowned Protea Banks.
For locals the beach launch is a

breeze, but overseas visitors are
fascinated by the “wildness” of the
dive boats punching through the
imposing shore breaks before the 8km
trek to the reef. In winter months,
there’s the bonus of spotting migrating

humpback whales while dolphins are
on the cards all year round.
A little closer to Durban is the sleepy

town of Scottburgh with its seaside
caravan park, iconic Cutty Sark Hotel
and breathtaking beaches.
But it is also the launch site for one

of my favourite dive sites – Howard’s
Castle, situated on the southern edge of
the famed Aliwal Shoal. In just one dive
I’ve shared the ocean with humpback
whales, raggies, black tips, turtles, rays,
a giant potato bass, yellowfin tuna,
remoras, pineapple fish, nudibranchs
and schools of coral and reef fish.
Next stop must be Umkomaas,

another of the South Coast’s quirky
little towns, which is now focused on
scuba diving, thanks to its proximity to

the Marine Protected Aliwal Shoal.
Ranked one of the top 10 dive sites

in the world, it includes a choice of
pinnacles, caves, gullies, potholes, the
spectacular Cathedral amphitheatre
structure and two shipwrecks.
Often spotted are inquisitive giant

potato bass and chilled-out turtles,
along with various eels and rays,
resident batfish, scorpion, lion, paper
and trigger fish, salmon and king fish
and, if you’re lucky, manta rays and
hammerhead sharks.
With a wide choice of dive centres

and accommodation, not to mention
some great bars, Umkomaas has
rightfully earned the reputation of
being a scuba diver’s dream.
Worth mentioning is that KZN’s

South Coast also boasts some of the
most picturesque and fun golf courses
in the country, all with magnificent sea

Dive KZN
Diver and journalistDebbie Reynolds has been up and down our coastline exploring the underwater

views, including San Lameer, Selborne,
Southbroom and Umdoni Park.
No KZN beach holiday would be

complete without experiencing Durban
– not as a local, but as a tourist, when
the city takes on a completely different
hue. Besides our word-class beaches,
there’s the lure of uShaka Marine
World’s spectacular aquarium and
waterpark, a riveting walk through
the Beachwood mangroves forest and
diving with the iconic Moses Mabhida
Stadium as a backdrop.
One of the best spots is the sunken

T-Barge which enchants with sightings
of lion fish, scorpion fish, crayfish,
pufferfish, nudibranchs and schools
of batfish, angelfish and fusiliers.
Followed by a braai on your hired
yacht, this is one of the best ways to
appreciate the Durban skyline.
From here it’s a four-hour drive

to paradise – destination Sodwana
Bay. The thrill of driving through the
iSimangaliso Wetland Park never
fades, no wonder then that it’s a World
Heritage Site. The diving is sublime
just about any time of the year and
the coral reefs – ranging from nine-
mile to quarter-mile – hardly ever
disappoint. I’ve had dives where we’ve
encountered manta rays, turtles, reef
sharks, schools of trevally, yellow-
striped snapper, slingers, crocodile fish
and even a seahorse. We saw an orca

whale mother and baby frolicking near
our boat and I’ve been privileged to
snorkel with a rare whale shark and
schools of dolphin.
For accommodation you can pick

from the vibrant Coral Divers and
more sedate Mseni Lodge, the only
two concessions inside the park, to a
variety of lodges and bush camps, all
nestled in the vibey village.
For a more exclusive “bucket list”

experience, Rocktail Beach Camp near
Kosi Bay, is the real deal.
This five-star resort is the only

gateway to the 14 flourishing reefs in the
protectedMaputalandMarine Reserve,
so if you don’t stay there you can’t dive
there, whichmeans onmost days you’ll
be the only divers on the reef.
Hosting over 1 200 species of fish,

diving on these pristine reefs is an
underwater paparazzi’s wet dream.*
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Walking is man’s
best medicine.”
This is the word

from Hippocrates,
the Greek

physician and father of Western
medicine.
One of the most beautiful places to

stretch your legs and soothe your soul
is the Drakensberg. The awesome
1 125km range has a multitude
of offerings and regions
encompassed by a world heritage
site (one of only 20 in the world).
The Maloti-Drakensberg Park is
a transboundary site composed
of the uKhahlamba Drakensberg
National Park in South Africa and the
Sehlabathebe National Park in Lesotho.
One of the Drakensberg’s greatest

treasures is cultural: some 40 000
individual rock paintings have been
recorded at 600 different cave and
overhang sites between Royal Natal

and Bushman’s Nek.
There are a few specialists to consult

ahead of a Drakensberg jolly.
One is James Seymour, the former

head of Durban’s Convention Bureau
who recently packed in city life to run
Cathkin Booking and Management
Services out of his family
smallholding “Swallowfield”.

Seymour is a veteran of the tourism
industry who now provides a consulting
service to the broad tourism sector in
South Africa and passionately markets
themountain peaks of the Berg.
There are a host of activities beyond

hiking. Berg visitors flock to resorts,
lodges, country houses and self-catering

BERG
bonanza

facilities. They come to eat, drink and
be merry. They take helicopter flips
over the Berg, paraglide, quad bike, do
white river rafting, mountain biking,
trail running, zip lining and take rides
in hot air balloons.
Seymour says the rock art makes the

Berg a soulful place.
“The Drakensberg is the largest

repository of rock art in the world,
specifically San Rock art. Art critics
have revered at the ability of the San
to reflect animation, nature and their
religious beliefs through art.”
If walking is your passion, visit

DrakensbergHikes.com. The goal
of the website founders, Arthur
Hickinbotham and Carlos Gonzalez,
is to educate and promote safe Berg
adventures.
Arthur has been traipsing all over

the Berg since he was a 12-year-old
schoolboy when his dad took him
on a memorable hike and Carlos is a
professional mountain guide.

Visitors from far and wide
are experiencing themagic of
the Drakensberg. A group of
European tourists flew directly
out from France just to do a three-
day hike they had read about
on the website and then went

straight back home.
If you need ideas and practical

information on various hikes visit their
website. They know the well-worn
paths and a few spots off the beaten
track too. There’s advice on camping
gear, places to stay and, well, just about
anything to do with Berg hikes.*

“The Drakensberg is the largest
repository of rock art in the world,

specifically San Rock art”

The Drakensberg mountains are a majestic reminder of
how the human heart yearns for meaning, in fun, folly and

fantastic endeavour. We spoke to two Berg boffins
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NGRID SHEVLIN is a
veteran food critic in
Durban who runs
www.shrewdfood.co.za.
She says Kurt Vonnegut

said it best: “You can’t just eat good
food. You’ve got to talk about it too.”
Ingrid and her friends love eating
and talking food. Here are her five
favourite meals in Durban:
 THE CRAZY KOREAN’s Dak
Gang-Jeong is the adult face of
chicken nuggets. Think deliciously
sticky, spicy and tender chicken
pieces coated in a hot pepper paste,
R150. Find in Glen Anil.
 Take a fluffy steamed Chinese bao

Bunnychow
ETAL

bun, fill it with succulent smoked
pork belly, coleslaw and a chilli soy
bean paste – and understand bliss,
R65. Speciality of the CRAFTSMEN,
a tiny eatery at Florida Exchange,
Florida Road.
 Sun, sea, sand, surf, SURF
RIDERS CAFÉ and seafood linguine
(a sublime combo of pasta, prawns,
cream, chardonnay, lemon zest and
chilli, R120) all add up to a winning
dining experience at this buzzy
South Beach eatery.
MOMENTI ARTISAN GELATO’s
wickedly delicious range of
handcrafted Italian gelato and
sorbets is the real deal. Live

KZN is not just about bunny chows – it has a lot more to offer. We spoke to a
celebrity and two foodie celebs about their five favourite food haunts
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dangerously and demand The Sicilian
with its stracciatella base (choc chip
and Madagascan vanilla) layered with
candied orange peel and pistachio
brittle. Not cheap, but don’t be cheap.
At TheWarehouse, Station Drive.
 Bright, breezy and vibey, SMOKIN’
JOE’s Nacho Libre burger offers spice,
heat and crunch with its peri-peri
chicken strips, cheese sauce, nachos,
secret sauce and sriracha, R50 with
chips. Find Smokin’ Joe’s Knockout
Burgers in ProblemMkhize Road.

RENE TSHIAKANYI (right) is
a unique songwriter who sings
in French, English, Portuguese,
Afrikaans and Zulu. Here are Rene’s
five best chows.
 Sunday Buffet atMOYO restaurant
uShaka, the best of African food, face
painting, breathtaking sea views.
ALLIANCE FRANÇAISE DE
DURBAN. The place for my early
morning breakfast and business
lunches, all with a French touch.
KELLY’S, Ballito. Here I enjoy a
modern breakfast and lunch with
trendy fresh food.
MOZAMBIK restaurant Ballito – a
place for food adventure, I love the
seafood and chicken.
NEXT CHAPTER restaurant in
Florida Road has a world-class touch.
Best of all, its yummiest breakfast,
lunch or dinner is always served
with enthusiasm.

Award-winningKEVIN JOSEPH is
the executive chef at The Oyster Box,
one of the swankiest hotels in Durban.
He has been there for almost 10 years,
started his career in the South African
navy, and has worked around the
world. Here are his top five feasts.
WOK BOX in Durban North has a
great Beach Salad, a mix of textures
and flavour combinations – ideal for
a light meal. I love the Crispy Pork
and thinly sliced Bok Choy.
MALIS in Morningside does Paper
Dosa with turmeric potatoes and
sambals, served with a variety of
condiments, allowing you to create
your own flavour profile. It has a
family-style service.
 STOKERS ARMS in Durban North
has a vintage vibe that I love, and
good old-fashioned pub grub. The
Sunday Roast special and the Beef
and Guinness Pie are my favourites.
CAFÉ 1999 in Morningside does
Stuffed Crumbed Olives made famous
by them. The Jalapeno Poppers from
Unity next door are amazing! As
is the Duck Pancake starter. They
have unique flavours and constant
specials, which makes every visit
interesting and different.
 JOITAS in uMhlanga has the best
freshly prepared Portuguese Chicken
and Prawn Combo. And the pièce de
résistance are the Pasteis de Nata that
sell out quickly, so order early and
you won’t be disappointed.*
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oshua and Philippa Reynolds (left) are in
their 40s and both have worked in media
and marketing locally and in the hospitality
sector abroad. They manage 35 properties
in Durban, Cape Town, Johannesburg and

Plettenberg Bay.
“We are quickly increasing our portfolio. It

started off when we stayed in an amazing house
in Hermanus with family. We picked up the keys
from the local tea room and never met the owner.
We had to call her once for a dripping tap which
was fixed immediately and our stay was amazing.
Getting our own home ready for our first Airbnb
was a bit stressful.”
The couple worried about small details that

didn’t bother guests at all, and they loved meeting
new people from different places.
Airbnb is not just a rental website. It is a

community. People use Airbnb over hotels

Plumpingup
the PILLOWS

because of convenience and because they want to
live like locals.
“It’s more personal, whereas hotels can feel

soulless at times,” Philippa says.
Joshua says Airbnb in Durban is definitely on

the rise.
“It’s already very competitive. It’s no longer

enough to just create a listing, add some photos
and wait for the bookings to come in. An Airbnb
listing takes constant work to maintain and make
it stand out from the rest, but managed properly,
it can be extremely lucrative.” *
JOSHUA’S THREE GOLDEN
RULES FOR HOSTING ARE:

Make sure your pictures are perfect. Spend
money on a photographer.
Fill out your listing as best as possible, and
make sure what you see is what you get.
Make sure the place is clean, clean, clean.

Growing global interest means
tourists want more than a hotel. Local
couple Joshua and Philippa Reynolds
run an Airbnb business. We spoke to
them about Airbnb (for those who
don’t know, it’s like Bed & Breakfast

accommodation on steroids)
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The Durban ICC hosted
the prestigiousWorld
Travel Awards (WTA)
that saw influential
hoteliers from Africa

and the Indian Ocean attend a
gala ceremonywhere the best in
the business received accolades.
It was the third time the

Durban ICC has hosted a WTA
award ceremony and the
state-of-the-art events and
entertainment venue proved
popular with guests once again.
And, Durban knocked it out

of the park and won a clutch of
awards itself. The Durban ICC
was named Africa’s Leading
Meetings and Conference
Centre. Durban was named
Africa’s Leading City Destination,
Africa’s Leading Meetings and
Conference Destination and also
Africa’s Leading Cruise Port.
Graham Cooke, Founder

and President, WTA, said: “It
was an absolute pleasure for

our team to return to Durban,
with its beautiful beaches and
fascinating Afro-Indian culture.
Durban is one of South Africa’s
essential destinations.”
Cooke said it was an honour

to partner with the Durban ICC,
opened by Nelson Mandela in
1997. He described the Durban
ICC as “an incredible facility”
that had successfully staged
some of the world’s most
prestigious events.
“WTA has maintained its

position as the industry leader
for the past 25 years, consistently
proving its value as the global
benchmark for excellence in the
travel, tourism and hospitality
business.”
Lindiwe Rakharebe, Chief

Executive Officer, Durban
ICC, said the prestigious event

ICC splendid
They rolled out the red carpet at the Durban International Convention Centre recently

for a ceremony that hogged hospitality headlines around the world

LEFT: DURBAN ICC CEO, LINDIWE
RAKHAREBE RECEIVING THE 2018
WORLD TRAVEL AWARD FOR
“AFRICA’S LEADING MEETINGS
AND CONFERENCE VENUE”.

created another platform to
showcase Durban to media
from around the world. “We
give our special visitors a warm
and unforgettable experience.”
WTA was established in 1993

to acknowledge, reward and
celebrate excellence across
all sectors of the tourism
industry. Today, the WTA brand
is recognised globally as the
ultimate hallmark of quality, with
winners setting the benchmark
to which all others aspire.
Each year, WTA covers the

globewith a series of regional gala
ceremonies staged to recognise
and celebrate individual and
collective success within each key
geographical region.
WTA gala ceremonies are

widely regarded as the best
networking opportunities in
the travel industry, attended by
government and industry leaders,
luminaries and international
print and broadcast media.
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Know
your BRAND

They are a curious lot, Durban’s advertising agencies. And they represent businesses
worth crowing about, writes Debbie Reynolds, Shirley le Guern and Greg Ardé

PATON TUPPER
Paton Tupper was born out of

a simple vision to deliver world-
class marketing and creative
design solutions. “After more than
fifty years of servicing some of
the world’s biggest brands and
companies, this vision is as strong
as ever,” according to Creative
Director, Rory Morrison.
“This says a lot about the type of

agency we are and how we have
managed to evolve and thrive in
an ever-changing, challenging
environment,” says Rory.
As one of the most trusted design

and marketing agencies in the
country, this Durban-based icon
has been the go-to-packaging and
below-the-line agency for some of
the biggest local and global brands
around the world.
Chances are, if you open your

fridge or cupboard, you will see
a number of products inside

that have been created in the
Paton Tupper studio. Now, the
company is making a name for
itself in the digital space too,
with the exponential growth of
Paton Tupper Digital over the past
six years. Social media, digital
platform development, media
placement and ground-breaking
innovations form the cornerstone
of their service offering.
“One of the strengths of our

combined traditional and digital
offering, is our ability to deliver
cutting-edge, integrated marketing
solutions that leverage multiple
touchpoints and channels to engage
our clients’ customers,” says Barry
Tuck, Head of Paton Tupper Digital.
Paton Tupper’s mantra is simple:

Creativity + Strategy + Technology =
Effective Brand Solutions – brought
to life by a team of 55 talented and
inspired people. We see ourselves as
dedicated and passionate business
partners, working closely with

clients to amplify their brands
through all marketing channels,
both above and below-the-line.
“As part of the Hirt and Carter

Group, we’re in a rare position
of being able to offer a full 360º
solution,” says Managing Director,
Colin Woodcock.
With Paton Tupper driving

ideation, conceptualisation, strategy
and creative, our Group partners
then deliver on print, production,
software development and game-
changing marketing innovations.
Voted one of the 10 Agencies to

“Watch and Follow” in South Africa
by ISA Scopen 2017/18, Paton Tupper
continues to make its mark in South
Africa and beyond.
“The partnerships we have built

with many of our clients over the
years is something we are really
proud of,” says Colin. “The mutual
respect we’ve developed with so
many marketers will stand us in
good stead for years to come.”
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THE HARDY BOYS
The Hardy Boys was built on

curiosity, says Geoff Paton, Chief
Executive at The Hardy Boys (THB), the
multi-disciplinary and quintessentially
Durban creative consultancy that is
now housed in the trendy Lion Match
Office Park.
Founded by advertising guru Dale

Tomlinson in 1994, THB has nimbly

navigated a changing environment
and a challenging economy and
confidently ridden out the switch
from purely traditional media to a
web of traditional, social and digital
platforms, collecting its fair share of
awards along the way.
Its tie up with internationally active

parent company JWTWorldwide in
2014 began a whole new chapter.
The agency is 68 years younger

than the novels from which it takes its
name. Penned by Franklin W. Dixon,
these are based on the antics of two
young boys with a penchant for solving
mysteries. Like Frank and Joe, THB
prides itself on its insatiable curiosity –
helping to crack the cases and find the
answers that have eluded others.
A similar approach has seen THB

grow from a small, specialist design
and packaging agency to one that’s
carved a niche as a full-service,
multidisciplinary, channel-agnostic
creative communication consultancy
– an approach that’s helped it find
answers to diverse brand and business
needs locally, in Africa and around
the world.
Paton describes THB as a group of

idea generators, strategic thinkers and
passionate problem solvers who have
been helping brands find their voices
for nearly 25 years.
“We demonstrate this by working on

projects within the agency (through
various divisions like) Disturbance
Design, Verve PR & Activations, and the
Outpost Production Suite.
“We also believe in co-creating

content with our clients, intern
students andWPP Partners which
include Barrows, Mindshare, Kantar
TNS and Mirum.”

IKIND MEDIA
A relatively new

kid on the block iKind
Media was established
in 2010 primarily
aimed at providing a
web-based umbrella for
Durban’s most talented
youngsters to work
on corporate digital
projects.
The business has

evolved into a thriving
digital creative agency
based in Morningside,
Durban, servicing
a national and
international
client base.
Founder Michael

Nefdt (left) said over
the years iKind has
developed a network of
the exciting local talent.

“Our passion is
to build long-term

relationships, taking
the time to first
understand our
clients as people, their
business structures,
market demographics
and commercial
challenges. We try to
keep things simple
though, to not over
complicate things and
to develop effective
strategies through a
genuine passion for
digital advertising,
marketing and
authentic brand
storytelling.”
Clients include

Signature Cosmetics
and Fragrances, the
Norwegian Students’
and Academics’
International
Assistance Fund,
Thoroughbred Breeders
of South Africa,

Beverly Hills Hotel and
Drakenstein Stud.
Nefdt is optimistic

about the future of the
advertising industry.
“We are seeing a

massive energy in
the startup sector –
so many passionate
people with good ideas
and big dreams who
understand the value
of brand and strategy
development.”
This enthusiasm

saw iKind honoured at
the international TED
Ads Worth Spreading
Awards where its
campaign for “Let’s
Save Africa! – Gone
Wrong” won accolades
beside internationally
respected agencies like
Ogilvy and Mather,
BBDO, Virgin Produced
and Storybox Films.»
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are changing the game.
“We live in a digitally

charged world with various
platforms to connect brands
to their customers. The key
need is to combine strategy and
creativity to unlock the value.
You can see globally how the
largest digital agencies are
acquiring creative agencies
because they understand that
even in digital, algorithms
and engineers cannot replace
creativity. It’s not enough to
simply be in a space where
consumers are. Digital
opportunities need to be
married to big idea thinking.”
McMurray says the region’s

economy will grow with macro
interventions and “to get the
wheels turning and people into
employment”.
But, more importantly,

businesses/brands need to be
clear as to their real purpose
and what really matters to
their customers.
“This will lead to an

investment in their brands,
infrastructure and indeed
the growth of their staff to
deliver value add solutions and
ensure world-class customer
experiences.”

FCB DURBAN
Clive McMurray, who has

held senior marketing and sales
positions at Unilever, started an
advertising agency in Durban
in 1985. Now he is the MD of
FCB Durban, an affiliate of the
FCB Africa Group and his clients
include Trellidor, Corobrik,
Independent Media, Cerebos Salt
and Dromex.
McMurray describes the

industry in Durban as “pretty
stagnant in general”. Businesses
and brands are employing short
term, sales ad promotional
thinking, often at the expense of
building longer term brand value.
This sees cost savings at the

expense of investing for when the
market turns up again.
McMurray says strategic

thinking appears to be lacking in
some business, which results in
“lots of motion but little progress”.
In the current economic climate

not enough businesses are after
real, sustainable returns.
“There also appears to be a

fear to take (calculated) chances.
Those that do will ultimately reap
the rewards.”
McMurray says there are

innovations in advertising that

TBWA/HUNT LASCARIS
One of Durban’s oldest and most respected advertising

agencies, TBWA/Hunt Lascaris has a rich heritage spanning
over 40 years.
Today its Westville office accommodates 130 staff who

provide a full spectrum of services, including in-house
production facilities and a recording studio.
Ranked as one of the top agencies in Africa, its relationship

with the SPAR Group – SPAR grocery stores, Tops at Spar,
Build it and Savemor – goes back 38 years. Other high-profile
clients include aQuelle, the Bova Group, Jagermeister and
most recently Lil-lets.
Deputy managing director Joanne Thomason-Jones says the

agency is in a good space and positive about what’s to come.
“Like most industries and specifically the retail sector,

we’ve certainly felt the struggle,” she said. “The pressure on
consumer spend impacts directly on our clients’ budgets, so
we are constantly looking for methods of reducing costs and
doing more work in house, which is one of our strengths.
We’ve bought many services in-house including content
production, editing and audio recording.”
The agency is upbeat following a recent campaign. One of

its successes was the Jagermeister #EnterTheWoods music
festival in May. The social and online campaign achieved
4,5 million impressions across Instagram and Facebook and
Twitter where it showed the biggest follower growth in
the country.
The agency has won a clutch of awards, because,

Thomason-Jones says, “we truly love what we do and give our
all to create the best work for our clients. We call our agency
TBWA Heart and Soul.”
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Suncoast employs
1 800 people
alone, and its
restaurants,
bars, new

theatre, cinemas and other
entertainment businesses

Razzle
DAZZLE

It took 24 months, a monstrous effort
and R1,6-billion, but now the landmark

northern “bookend” on Durban’s
promenade is complete. It’s Suncoast
Casino, Hotels and Entertainment

sea views, the Barnyard
Theatre, enhanced children’s
entertainment facilities, and
22 shops and restaurants.
The Suncoast site occupies

an area greater than 21ha
and has 3 600 parking bays.
The facility was

previously described as
the northern “bookend” of
Durban’s beach (the other
being uShaka Marine World
in the south), but since then
the promenade has been
extended north to Blue
Lagoon and south to Vetchs,
and will eventually be 10km
long. Suncoast was built in
2002, and executive director
Mike Dowsley (left) has
been at the helm since just
after it opened.
In 2017, Suncoast

contributed the biggest
chunk of the R400-million
in gambling taxes and

levies paid to the KZN
government. Another
R360-million in VAT was
paid by casinos plus
corporate taxes.
Suncoast is part of the

Tsogo group, the main
hospitality stakeholder
on Durban’s popular
promenade, and Dowsley
is a veteran of the
hospitality business. He
places a huge emphasis on
happy, productive staff,
who will fulfil Suncoast’s
vision of being Durban’s
most loved entertainment
destination.
“Suncoast has energy and

soul that feeds the mind
and mood of customers.
That sort of service starts in
your heart and you can only
do it with a passion born
of a culture committed to
sustainability.”*

have created jobs for
hundreds more.
The Salon Privé revamp

has seen a classy overhaul to
enhance Durban’s art deco
architectural gem.
Incredible craftsmanship

produced lavish additions
for the facility, including
intricate ceiling painting
and minutely detailed
tiling, all of which looks like
something out of the Great
Gatsby era.
Suncoast is ready for the

holiday surge, which at its
peak has a monthly footfall
of around one million.
New key offerings include

The Globe, a 2 000m² events
facility, increased casino
floor, including the upper-
level Privé with 180-degree



The Durban KwaZulu-Natal Convention
Bureau is an independent body
dedicated to promoting and marketing
the region’s many business tourism
facilities, capabilities and assets, both
nationally and internationally. As such,
we are perfectly equipped to help plan
delegates’ itineraries and provide marketing
collateral, while offering relevant on-site
event support and assisting meeting
planners to create a unique experience.
Committed to transforming Durban and
KwaZulu-Natal into South Africa’s premier

turning
business

into pleasure
BUSINESS

TRAVEL
AWARDS

D E S T I N AT I ON S



www.durbankzncb.co.za

address:PO Box 2516, Durban, 4000, South Africa
tel: +27 31 366 7577/00
email: conventions@durbankzncb.co.za

meetings, incentives, conventions and
exhibitions destination, we can provide
organisers, planners and business tourists
with the latest information and unbiased
advice. Whether you require assistance with
planning and organising your conference
in Durban or anywhere else in KwaZulu-
Natal, information on accommodation
and places of interest or simply want to
provide feedback on your experience to an
independent source, the Durban Convention
Bureau is your first port of call.
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Years ago a silly politician attempted to have
three life size elephants crafted from stone,
removed fromWarwick Avenue Triangle.
He said the elephants represented the logo of

a rival political party and simply wouldn’t do.
It took years to reverse the idiotic edict and now the

elephants, sculpted by Andries
Botha, take pride of place.
Then there was the

hullabaloo from another twit
who complained the statue of
King Cetshwayo was shorter
than Louis Botha.
Public art is a contested space, and so be it.
It is integral to freedom of expression, a key ingredient

of democracy.
Three speakers joined Vega Talks, a discussion hosted

in conjunction with KZN INVEST, centred around

storytelling in Durban. Sociologist Dr Kira Erwin,
architect Doung Jahangeer and filmmaker Samora
Chapman told us their stories.
Erwin’s work focuses on racism and relates to identity and

space in the urban environment. She ran a project involving
migrant women from Uganda, Somalia, Zimbabwe, Eritrea

and rural KwaZulu-Natal.
In a novel piece of

verbatim theatre they
described how they felt
navigating Durban, a city
of wealth, opportunity,
fear and bureaucracy.

Erwin heard how some lived seven to a flat and “moved
like thieves in the night” to be unobtrusive. Listening to
their stories they became real.
“Their stories tell their reality and help us realise the ties

that bind us.”

What’s YOUR
STORY, bru?

PICTURES SOPHIE ARDÉ

Art is essential to free speech. It can be provocative, diverse and stimulating.
Sometimes it is beautiful. It is storytelling and it shapes us, writes Greg Ardé

Public art is a contested space, and so be
it. It is integral to freedom of expression,

a key ingredient of democracy
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Politicians conflated xenophobia. Erwin said about 100 000
migrants lived in Durban, a city of three million people.
And despite pockets of antipathy, there was lots of empathy.
Architect Doung Jahangeer, originally fromMauritius, is

intense. A challenging public speaker, he has disrupted art in
his adopted city.
After years of badgering, the eThekwini Municipality gave

him permission to temporarily paint the statue of Queen
Victoria outside the city hall, with ochre. It made the regal old
dame look like an African mama with astonishing effect.
He similarly disrupted Grahamstown settler statues.
“We have something about our city. Durbanites have

something alternative to say. What story are we telling?”
And, asked Vega Durban Campus Navigator, Naretha

Pretorius, “what story aren’t we telling”?
Art is an invitation to a conversation. Colonialism and

apartheid art dehumanised subjugated people.
Art’s challenge, Jahangeer posited, was to re-imagine the

past and the present to create future memories.
If that sounds whacko, he admits it is.
The idea is to understand public spaces as a product of

social interaction.
Art intersects with public life. It encourages disagreement.

It is subversives and incites frank talk.
To do all this, Jahangeer says action is not the outcome.

Telling stories is.
“We must not deny ourselves the opportunity to talk

... even if we create absurd scenarios and in the process
render ourselves fools. Education is not always done with a
clipboard, it is done with laughter.”
The engagement can be harsh, but it needn’t be derogatory.

Jahangeer is not about tearing statues down. He is about
humanizing the message. “It’s not about defacing, it’s about
re-facing.”
Samora Chapman, a graffiti artist turned photojournalist

and filmmaker started seeing the real Durban when he and
his brother, Mook Lion, veered off the beaten track to pursue
their illegal artform.
It has been a voyage of discovery and many lessons,

including the responsibility inherent in storytelling.»

PARTICIPANTS AT THE VEGA TALKS HELD IN
CONJUNCTION WITH KZN INVEST.
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“Everybody is a storyteller these days, on Facebook
or Instagram.”
Authentic storytelling, he says, came with the realisation

that he could be subversive and confrontational, but also
honest and ready to contemplate the ramifications of the
stories he was sending out.
Documenting the travails of

whoonga addicts and street children
being rounded up by police got him
into a tangle with authorities.
Speakers at Vega Talks considered

how public art is storytelling that
deserves to be heard, even if it
challenges the establishment, like
graffiti does on a wall.
Corporates get to own the public

space because they can afford to pay for billboards and bus
stop advertising to flog shampoo or beer.
But sand artists and performers on the beachfront struggle

to pay for city permits to operate.
And yet street art gives cities their unique character.

Speakers agreed, public art connects people to the places
they inhabit.
“We need to liberate the public space, take the art out of

the gallery ... the city doesn’t even need to support street
artists, but it would help if they don’t f**king persecute us,”

Chapman said.
In a moving documentary on graffiti

and public art in Durban, Chapman
filmed a young ship stowaway who told
why graffiti was important to him.
“My young brother might come and

see my name on that wall when I have
gone. It will make him happy and give
him hope,” the stowaway said.
The upshot of the talks was that art

deserves to be free.
The city was encouraged to provide people with more

blank walls to tell their stories. Most would prefer the
conversation is respectful, but it shouldn’t be constrained or
censored.
Storytelling will flourish if there are many voices.*

“My young brother might
come and see my name on
that wall when I have gone.

It will make him happy
and give him hope,” the

stowaway said
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I nternational accolades continue
to be heaped upon eThekwini
and planeloads of tourists
are about to arrive in the city
via British Airways direct

Heathrow to Durban flights.
It’s the perfect time to Discover

Durban’s Summer Love – which is a
campaign recently unveiled by the
city’s tourism authorities.
Mr Oswald Nzama, head of Business

Support, Tourism and Market Unit,
says the campaign, running through
to March 2019, is aimed at revitalising
the city’s image in the market, to boost
travel to the city, drawmore visitors to
Durban, and get them to stay longer.
A ton of work has gone into upping

Durban’s game and Durban Tourism,
which reports to eThekwini Deputy
City Manager Phillip Sithole, has
been flying the flag at trade shows in
South Africa and around the world.
Programmes on the city have been
flighted on National Geographic,
Discovery Channel and a host of SA
channels.
The BA flight is a big win for the city.

The inaugural flight landed on October
30 and Durban Tourism, provincial

Discover
DURBAN

promenade is a major focus and will
be extended to run a full 10km from
the harbour to Blue Lagoon, although
construction on this will only be
complete in 2019.
The extension of the promenade,

the BA flight and tourismmonth have
prompted much useful engagement
around how to improve Durban and
KZN’s tourism.
The Summer Love campaign fits

hand-in-glove here, with fantastic
offerings for locals to be tourists in the
city they love.
There are countless things locals love

about summer in Durban.
Think a walk through the uMhlanga

Lagoon Nature Reserve; a salad on
the terrace at the Beverly Hills; a
cocktail at the Oyster Box; picnic
in Chris Saunders Park; a night out
at the Chairman; a shishanyama at
Max’s Lifestyle; a wander through
the Mariannhill Monastery; a mosey
along the trails of the Kranskop
Nature Reserve; Zulu dancing at
PheZulu Safari Park; or mountain
biking at Giba Gorge.

bodies and BA have run themselves
ragged rolling out the public relations
plan to raise awareness about
eThekwini’s tourism offerings.
Everyone involved in tourism is

putting a shine on the city’s dazzling
array of visitor experiences ahead of
the landing. The popular beachfront

The sensual season is upon us. So let’s make the best of it on the beaches, in the
bush, around a braai, in the Berg, on a battlefield or over a bunny chow
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Durbanites could think of hundreds
more cool things to do and Nzama has
encouraged them to share the summer
love on social media.
“For Durban to flourish as a tourist

city we all have to become tourists in
eThekwini. We have to explore the city
we love and shout about it on social
media. We have to show
what we know and love
about our city.
“Durban has a happy,

healthy, fun-filled vibe, we
just need to put a shine on
it,” Nzama says.
His views were echoed

by three heavyweights
in the tourism industry:
Samantha Croft, the KZN head of Tsogo
Sun, businessman Sadha Naidoo,
former head of KZN Tourism, and John
Aritho, the general manager of the
Beverly Hills hotel.
Naidoo says the promenade is

the province’s tourism artery with
the potential to compete against
Copacabana in Rio, Surfers Paradise
on Australia’s Gold Coast and Cannes

in France. The promenade extension
and Point developments would be
enhanced by an iconic, must-see
attraction, like the London Eye.
“Durban can continue to be that

preferred destination and also the
gateway to the experiences that KZN
presents, to create jobs, stimulate the

economy and capture the rich ethnic
diversity of our country.”
Samantha Croft says: “The key to

good hospitality is hosting, being
sociable and catering for tourists – it’s
about a feel. It is partly aesthetics, but
it’s mostly down to the staff. They will
make you feel warm and welcome or
not. If the staff are comfortable and in
an environment that is conducive to

growth, they will create a happy place.”
She says you don’t have to go

anywhere else if you have come to
KZN. Get tourists here for a big event,
like Amashova or the Tourism Indaba,
and keep them here long enough to
experience more of the province.
“They don’t need to go to the Kruger

or Cape Town if they are
here. And the best way to
improve what we have is
to make sure locals are the
best tourists in their own
backyard.”
John Aritho says tourism

in KZN is on a growth
trajectory. He believes
Durban must become the

Barcelona of Africa and locals need to
talk and behave positively to do that.
Aritho says Durban would do well to

have tourism police, easily identifiable
law enforcers in hotspots who enforce
bylaws and ensure everyone respects
their peers and the environment.
“We must not treat tourists as

visitors. We must treat them as guests
in our home.”

Here are just some of the
accolades Durban has garnered:
2017 - Durban Africa’s first
UNESCO City of Literature.

2017 - Durban is one of the top
52 destinations to visit in 2018 by

Fodor’s Travel.
2017 - Moses Mabhida Stadium
is included in a Condé Nast Traveler
online round-up of the 20 most
beautiful places in South Africa.
The Durban ICC has been

awarded Africa’s Leading Meetings
& Conference Centre 2017.

The Hilton Durban was awarded
South Africa’s Leading Business

Hotel for 2017.
2017 – Durban named “SA City
with highest Quality of Life” by
Mercer’s Annual Quality of

Living Survey.
The Oyster Box Hotel voted
by TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice
Awards - Voted No 1 Top Hotel

in South Africa.
2017 CNN - voted Durban as
one of the world’s top 10 most

underrated cities.

We have to explore the city we love and
shout about it on social media. We have to
show what we know and love about our city.
“Durban has a happy, healthy, fun-filled vibe,

we just need to put a shine on it”
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